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In this paper, we consider a two-level optimization problem with nonunique
lower-level solutions. We give sufficient conditions ensuring the existence of
solutions.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X and Y be, respectively, compact subsets of  n and m, and let f
and F be two functions
 4f : X Y  , F : X Y.
 We consider the weak two-level optimization problem 4, 8, 1012
S : Min sup F x , y ,Ž . Ž .
xX Ž .yM x
Ž . Ž .where M x assumed not equal to a singleton is the set of solutions to
the lower-level problem
P x : Min f x , y .Ž . Ž .
yY
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This corresponds to a two-player game in which one player has the
Žleadership and the second one reacts optimally for more details see, for
 .example, 11 . As is well known, generally this problem has no solution
 11 , and the main difficulty is the lack of lower semicontinuity of the
Ž .multifunction M . . So, our aim is to give sufficient conditions to obtain
the existence of solutions to such problems. More precisely, we shall
Ž . Ž .consider a sequence of regularized problems S of S and prove that anyn
accumulation point of a sequence of regularized solutions is a solution to
Ž .  S . For the case with uniqueness of the lower-level solution see 1, 2 .
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall some well-
known results. In Section 3, using the notion of variational convergence,
we prove under sufficient conditions the existence of solutions to the
Ž . Ž .problem S Theorem 3.1 .
Throughout the paper, X and Y are respectively endowed with the
induced topologies of  n and m.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Ž . Ž .For  0, we consider the regularized problem of S 10 ,
S : Min sup F x , y ,Ž . Ž .
xX Ž .yM x
Ž . Ž .where M x is the set of -approximate solutions to the problem P x .
Ž .Let A be a sequence of subsets of Y; we recall the definitionsn n
Lim sup A  y Yy lim y  A , k½ 5n n , yn nk k kkn
Lim inf A  y Yy lim y , y  A , n .½ 5n n n n
n n
In the following, we recall the well-known assertions concerning the
lower-level problems and the existence of solutions to the regularized
problems.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that the function f is lower semicontinuous on
X Y, and the following assumption is satisfied:
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.1 For any x, y  X Y and any sequence x conerging to xn n
Ž .in X, there exists a sequence y conerging to y in Y such thatn n
lim sup f x , y 	 f x , y .Ž . Ž .n n
n
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Ž .Then, for any x X and any sequence x conerging to x in X, we haen n
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Lim sup M x 
M x ,  0.n  n 
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Lim sup M x 
M x ,   0 .n  n nn
 Proof. See, for example, 10, Proposition 2.3 .
 PROPOSITION 2.2 10, Proposition 2.2 . Let  0. Suppose that the
assumptions of Proposition 2.1 are satisfied. If , moreoer, Y is conex, the
function F is continuous on X Y and the following assumption is satisfied,
Ž . Ž .  2.2 The function f x, . is strictly quasiconex on Y 13 , for any
Ž .x X, then the problem S has at least one solution.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let  and   be respectively the values of S and S .
 PROPOSITION 2.3 10, Proposition 2.4 . Suppose that the assumptions of
Proposition 2.1 are satisfied and that the function F satisfies the following
property.
Ž . Ž .2.3 For any x X, there exists a sequence x conerging to x in Xn n
Ž .such that for any y Y and for any sequence y conerging to y in Y;n n
lim sup F x , y 	 F x , y .Ž . Ž .n n
n
Then
lim    .Ž .
0
Ž . Ž .Remark 2.1. 1 The assumption 2.1 in Proposition 2.1 can also be
Ž . Ž .replaced by the following: for any x, y  X Y, for any sequence xn n
Ž .converging to x in X, there exists a sequence y in Y such thatn n
lim sup f x , y 	 f x , y .Ž . Ž .n n
n
Ž .2 The lower semicontinuity of f and the compactness of Y imply
Ž .that M x is a nonempty compact set, for any x X and any  0.
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we shall give sufficient conditions for the existence of
Ž .solutions to the problem S . More precisely, we shall prove that any
accumulation point of a sequence of regularized solutions is a solution to
Ž .the problem S .
Ž .Suppose that the conditions in Proposition 2.2 are satisfied. Let x ben n
Ž .a sequence of solutions to the problems S ,   0 , and let x be any nn
Ž .accumulation point of x . Let x  x as k and consider then nk
Ž .sequence x such thatn n
x  x for n 	 n n ; 1Ž .n n k k1k
Then x  x as n.n
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Let h and h be the functions defined on Y asn
h y F x , y   y andŽ . Ž . Ž .M Ž x .
h y F x , y   y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n M Ž x .n n
Ž . Ž .with M x M x , and where for a subset A of Y,  denotes then n  n An
indicator function of A, i.e.,
0 if x A
 x Ž .A ½ if x A.
Ž .In the following, we shall always work with the sequence x insteadn n
Ž .of x .n n
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 2.2 and
the following assumptions are fulfilled:
Ž . Ž .3.1 The function F x, . is concae, for any x X.
Ž . Ž .3.2 For any u X, any sequence u conerging to u in X, and anyn n
  0, the set of solutions to the problemn
Max F u , yŽ .
Ž .yint Lim inf M uŽ . nnn
is nonempty. Then
Lim inf M x  y YF x , y  sup F x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ½ 5
n Ž .yM x
Proof. Let y be a solution to the problem
Max F x , y .Ž .
Ž .yint Lim inf M xŽ .n n
n
Then
y int Lim inf M x 
M xŽ . Ž .ž /n n
n
Ž . Ž .the inclusion is due to Proposition 2.1 , and by using the assumption 3.1
y is a solution to the problem
Max F x , y .Ž .
Ž .yM x
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Finally, we deduce that
Lim inf M x  y YF x , y  sup F x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ½ 5
n Ž .yM x
Remark 3.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1, the property
Ž .for any u X, any sequence u converging to u in X, and anyn n
  0,n
int Lim inf M u ,Ž .ž / nnn
Ž . Ž .which is implicit in the hypothesis 3.2 , implies that int M u  for any
u X. Let
 : Y, n 0, 1, 2, . . .n
be a sequence of functions.
  Ž .DEFINITION 3.1 3, 7 . The sequence  variationally converges to n n 0v.c.
Ž .in Y which is denoted   , if and only if the following propertiesn 0
hold.
Ž . Ž .1  y Y,  y in Y and such that y lim y ,n n n n
lim inf  y   y .Ž . Ž .n n 0
n
Ž . Ž .2  y Y,  y in Y such thatn n
lim sup  y 	  y .Ž . Ž .n n 0
n
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 are
v.c.
satisfied. Then h h.n
Ž .Proof. Let y Y and y be a sequence converging to y in Y. Let usn n
prove that
lim inf h y  h y .Ž . Ž .n n
n
Ž . Ž . Ž .First Case. If yM x , then h y F x, y . Let 	 0. Since the
function F is continuous on X Y, we have
lim F x , y  F x , y .Ž . Ž .n n
n
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Let n  such that0
F x , y  F x , y  	 n n .Ž . Ž .n n 0
Then
F x , y  	F x , y 	F x , y   yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n M Ž x . nn n
and
lim inf F x , y   y  lim inf h y  h y  	 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4n n M Ž x . n n nn nn n
Since 	 is arbitrary, we deduce that
lim inf h y  h y .Ž . Ž .n n
n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Second Case. If yM x , then h y , and we have y M xn n n
for large n. If not, there exists an infinite subset N of  such that
Ž .y M x for all n N. Since y  y as n, n N, we haven n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .y Lim sup M x 
M x Proposition 2.1 , which leads to a con-n n n
tradiction. It follows that
y M x and h y  for large n ,Ž . Ž .n n n n n
and the result is derived.
Ž .Now, let y Y and let us show that there exists a sequence y in Yn n
such that
lim sup h y 	 h y .Ž . Ž .n n
n
Ž . Ž .First Case. If yM x , we have h y , and there is nothing to
prove.
Ž .Second Case. If yM x , let
y Lim inf M x  y YF x , y  sup F x , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ½ 5
n Ž .yM x
Ž .which is nonempty by Proposition 3.1. Then, yM x and there exists a
Ž .sequence y  y as n, verifying y M x , n. Thenn n n n
lim sup h y  lim F x , y F x , y 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
nn
	 sup F x , y  inf F x , y 	F x , y 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .yM xŽ .yM x
 h yŽ .
v.c.
and the sequence h h.n
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Consider the problems
R x : Sup F x , y and R x : Sup F x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž .Ž . yM xyM x n n
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 are
Ž . Ž .satisfied. Let S x and S x be, respectiely, the sets of solutions to then n
Ž . Ž .problems R x and R x preiously defined. Thenn n
Lim sup S x 
 S x .Ž . Ž .n n
n
Ž . Ž .Proof. The problems R x and R x are respectively equivalent ton n
the problems
Inf h y and Inf h yŽ . Ž .n
yY yY
v.c.
Ž . Ž .i.e., they have the same sets of solutions . Since h h Proposition 3.2 ,n
 we deduce that 7, p. 122
Lim sup S x 
 S x .Ž . Ž .n n
n
For x X, let
w x  sup F x , y and w x  sup F x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .yM x yM x
Now, we can state the following theorem on the existence of solutions to
Ž .the problem S .
THEOREM 3.1. If the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied, then the
Ž . Ž .accumulation point x of the sequence x is a solution to the problem S .n n
Ž . Ž .Proof. From the definition of the sequence x in 1 and by settingn n
 4N  n , k , it follows that x  x , n N , and x  x as n1 k n n 1 n
, n N .1
Feasibility. From the compactness of X we deduce that x X.
Optimality. Suppose that there exists x  X verifying0
w x  w x ,Ž . Ž .0
i.e.,
sup F x , y  w x .Ž . Ž .0
Ž .yM x0
Then
F x , y  w x  yM x . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
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For all n N , we let1
w x  sup F x , y ,Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž .yM xn n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žwhere M x M x . Since M x is compact closed set in then n  n n nn
. Ž . Ž .compact Y and the function F x , 
 is continuous on M x , theren n n
Ž .exists y M x verifyingn n n
w x  F x , y , i.e., y  S x .Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n n n n
Ž .From the compactness of Y, there exists an infinite subsequence yn n N2
Ž . Ž .converging to y, where N 
 N and yM x Proposition 2.1 . Further-2 1
more, from Corollary 3.1, it follows that
Lim sup S x 
 S x .Ž . Ž .n n
n
Ž . Ž .Then, we deduce that y is a solution to the problem R x and w x 
Ž .F x, y . For n N , we consider2
w x  sup F x , y ,Ž . Ž .n 0 0
Ž .yM xn 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .where M x M x . From the continuity of the function F x , . onn 0  0 0n
Ž . Ž . 0 Ž .M x and the compactness of M x , there exists y M x verifyingn 0 n 0 n n 0
Ž . Ž 0. Ž 0.w x  F x , y . Then, there exists a subsequence y convergingn 0 0 n n n N3
0 Ž . Ž .to y M x where N 
 N . From the inequality 2 , we have0 3 2
0F x , y  w x  F x , y . 3Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0
Ž .Since x  x , for all n N , from the inequality 3 , we getn n 3
0F x , y  F x , y for large n , n N ;Ž .Ž .0 n n n 3
i.e.,
w x  w x ,Ž . Ž .n 0 n n
Ž .which contradicts the optimality of x for the problem S .n  n
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 3.2. Any x, y  X Y, such that x is a solution to S
Ž .and yM x , is called a Stackelberg equilibrium pair.
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satis-
Ž .fied. Then, there exists a Stackelberg equilibrium pair for S .
Ž .Proof. The assertion is obvious by Theorem 3.1 and the fact that M x
Ž .is a nonempty set for any x X Remark 2.1 .
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Remark 3.2. Let f and F be two functions satisfying the following
conditions:
Ž . Ž4.1 There exists a nonempty open subset U of Y Y is assumed to
.be convex and compact such that
f x , z  inf f x , y zU,  x X .Ž . Ž .
yY
Ž . Ž .4.2 F x, . is concave on Y, for any x X.
Ž .4.3  x X,  yU solution to the problem
Max F x , y .Ž .
yU
Ž .Then, it easy to verify that the condition 3.2 in Proposition 3.1 is satisfied.
   EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X 1, 2 and Y 0, 2 .
 x if y 0, 1 21 2f x , y  and F x , y  y x .Ž . Ž . Ž .22½  xy if y 1, 2
Then
 inf f x , y  x , M x  0, 1 , andŽ . Ž .
 y 0, 2
x 
M x  0, ,  0,Ž . ( x
  for  sufficiently small. Take U 0, 1 . Let x  x and   0 . Thenn n
   Lim inf M x  0, 1 and int Lim inf M x  0, 1 .Ž . Ž .ž /n n n n
n n
We have
F 1 1
2x , y 2 x y  0 for y U,Ž . ž / y 2 2
and y is a solution to the problem
Max F x , y .Ž .
Ž .yint Lim inf M xŽ .n n
n
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